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RESEARCH ON MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS IN A SMART SMALL GRID FOR RESOURCE
APPORTIONMENT AND PLANNING
ZHIXIAN YANG∗, KSHUANGCHEN FU†, AND JHON PAUL‡
Abstract. With the advancement in the technology, deployment of sensors in the industrial or public building is increasing
rapidly. The basic aim is to obtain the data from the environment and decision making to the energy saving. The activities
caused by the human results the undergoing negative change in the environment. There are many techniques available for decision
making and consider the environmental factors solely which cause the energy consumption. However, user’s preferences are not
adapted by the systems, but at energy consumption optimization, these systems are very successful. The end-users use the system
which considers the factors and their wellbeing are get affected. The distributed generation is incorporated by the Smart Small
Grid (SSG), communication network and the sensors for the more reliable, flexible and eﬀicient grid. The energy saving system
is presented in this paper which also adapts to the inhabitants preferences apart from environmental conditions consideration.
The architecture of Multi-Agent System (MAS) and the agents are utilized for negotiation process performance between the users
comfort preferences and optimization degree that according to these preferences, achievement of system is done. The energy
consumption of 40% is obtained and in the inhabitants’ behavior pattern, the algorithm was specialized. The 16.89% of reduction
is obtained by the existing system and it was focused to obtain the agreement between the system and users for user preference
satisfaction and the energy optimization is also performed at the same time.
Key words: Multi-Agent System; Energy Saving; Consumption Optimization; Environmental Factors; Industrial or Public
Building
AMS subject classifications. 93A16

1. Introduction. The smooth and clean electric power is delivered by the smart small grid (SSG), the
generators, archival and certain control units are comprised in it. The SSG is low voltage network, usually
situated at the side of consumer [1, 2]. There is rapid increment of the electric power in the recent years for
fulfillment of the daily basis needs. The sources of renewable energy are very eﬀicient and the distributed
generation sources control is also very effective with power storage devices. The renewable sources practice is
increasing and taken attention in modern smart electric power grids as there is great demand of the electrical
power [3]. The utilization of the renewable energy sources are utilized normally as they are eco-friendly. For
the renewable energies, the fast technological growth is utilized for making the system more economical and
for under-developing countries; the import of fossil fuels is reduced. The electrical energy is generated by
the renewable energy resources at lower price. Without any environmental hazards, the living standards are
improved [4, 5]. In supporting the distributed electrical network, it plays important role in the remote areas.
In 2010, the wind energy generation’s investment rate is very high, then reduction occurred in the next years
but maintained till 2015. In the solar energy investment rate, the problem occurred after a year by wind power
in contrast [6]. So, there is reduction again in the renewable energy generation investment rate during 2010 and
2014 but then again maintained in 2015. The several projects are funded by the different countries in spite of
economic problems for the renewable energy sources connection to the power grids. The different energy sources
are combined in the SSG like small wind turbines, and integration of the micro turbines with storage devices,
like batteries connected at low voltage systems [7, 8]. For electric power distribution, there is installation of
the different protection systems at every feeder. The basic hybrid MG architecture is depicted in Fig 1.1.
The distributed generation is incorporated by the SSG, communication network and the sensors for the
more reliable, flexible and eﬀicient grid. The reconsider of traditional power system operations is required by
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Fig. 1.1. The basic hybrid MG architecture

the power system paradigm for distribution systems and next-generation transmission. The competition is
created in the energy market for power generation companies along with renewable energy sources integration
[9]. The allocation of the generation sources is required properly for maximizing the profit by considering
the customer demand. The many technological challenges are created by the increased Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) penetration for the power companies to maintain the power quality to consumers. The power
generation is maintained by the mixture of conventional and RES at the required level [10, 11]. The generators
and allocating the required generation level commitment process has challenge to meet the increased demand.
The centralized control is made by these factors and less effective for the data diversity and controls process
[12]. The Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) concept solves this problem by utilizing the automated agent methods.
At a component level, the centralized control system is converted by MAS into a distributed control model.
According to rules and regulations, the numbers of objects are met by designing the MAS. A set of agents are
integrated by an MAS system for communicate, coordinate and interaction for the objects establishment. The
way referred by the self-coordination in which objective of consuming less resource are achieved by the system
co-operations and also it consumes fewer resources. The communication plays very significant role in the MAS
[13, 14]. The communication and self-organization’s basic principles are maintained. An environment, objects
and agents are consisted in the MAS and the entities performs a set of operations. The control schemes MAS
ability prediction like artificial intelligence techniques and there is an additional advantage of expert system
analysis hybrid controllers in SSGs. The MAS system incorporation becomes very easier, faster and feasible.
The productions of distributed generators (DG) are enhanced and the electric power exchange is considered for
optimization of the interconnected SSG operation [15]. The load demand of network is fulfilled by utilizing the
MAS in the management system. This paper contributes the energy saving system which also adapts to the
inhabitants preferences apart from environmental conditions consideration. The architecture of MAS and the
agents are utilized for negotiation process performance between the users comfort preferences and optimization
degree that according to these preferences, achievement of system is done. The MAS concept solves this problem
by utilizing the automated agent methods. At a component level, the centralized control system is converted
by MAS into a distributed control model.
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The organization of rest of the paper is as follows. Section II provides an overview of the exhaustive
literature survey is provided in section II followed by a research methodology adopted in section III. The
obtained results are discussed in section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
The distributed generation is incorporated by the SSG, communication network and the sensors for the
more reliable, flexible and eﬀicient grid. The reconsider of traditional power system operations is required by
the power system paradigm for distribution systems and next-generation transmission. The competition is
created in the energy market for power generation companies along with renewable energy sources integration
[9]. The allocation of the generation sources is required properly for maximizing the profit by considering
the customer demand. The many technological challenges are created by the increased Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) penetration for the power companies to maintain the power quality to consumers. The power
generation is maintained by the mixture of conventional and RES at the required level [10, 11]. The generators
and allocating the required generation level commitment process has challenge to meet the increased demand.
The centralized control is made by these factors and less effective for the data diversity and controls process
[12]. The Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) concept solves this problem by utilizing the automated agent methods.
At a component level, the centralized control system is converted by MAS into a distributed control model.
According to rules and regulations, the numbers of objects are met by designing the MAS. A set of agents are
integrated by an MAS system for communicate, coordinate and interaction for the objects establishment. The
way referred by the self-coordination in which objective of consuming less resource are achieved by the system
co-operations and also it consumes fewer resources. The communication plays very significant role in the MAS
[13, 14]. The communication and self-organization’s basic principles are maintained. An environment, objects
and agents are consisted in the MAS and the entities performs a set of operations. The control schemes MAS
ability prediction like artificial intelligence techniques and there is an additional advantage of expert system
analysis hybrid controllers in SSGs. The MAS system incorporation becomes very easier, faster and feasible.
The productions of distributed generators (DG) are enhanced and the electric power exchange is considered for
optimization of the interconnected SSG operation [15]. The load demand of network is fulfilled by utilizing the
MAS in the management system. This paper contributes the energy saving system which also adapts to the
inhabitants preferences apart from environmental conditions consideration. The architecture of MAS and the
agents are utilized for negotiation process performance between the users comfort preferences and optimization
degree that according to these preferences, achievement of system is done. The MAS concept solves this problem
by utilizing the automated agent methods. At a component level, the centralized control system is converted
by MAS into a distributed control model.
The organization of rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the exhaustive literature
survey is provided in section II followed by a research methodology adopted in section 3. The obtained results
are discussed in section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Literature Review. In this paper, a distributed micro-grid control system (DCS) framework is proposed for micro-grid assets control which includes the loads and the point of interconnection [16]. For controlling
micro-grid assets, the technique is proposed including distributed energy resources. A multi-agent system is
employed by the design where each asset is assigned an agent. The DCS capability of meeting micro-grid
dispatch is demonstrated by this work. The optimization of controllable distributed energy resources is done
at maximum power point tracking. The different load types, sizes, and costs are considered to carry out the
distributed load curtailment. The sourcing of critical commands is centralized by the features of the control
system during emergency events. Reinforcement Learning, the electricity prices are fluctuating increasingly
by the growing share of renewable power generation. To the volatile prices on the markets, energy demand of
production processes is adapted to reduce the electricity expenses [17]. The new paradigm of energy flexibility is
depicted by this approach for electricity costs reduction. The possibilities for decreasing energy costs are offered
by utilizing the electricity self-generation. The battery storage and self-generation are included in the manufacturing system and the supply side. Due to unforeseen events, a complex optimization problem is represented
by the coordination which is stochastic. An approach to controlling a complex system is presented in this
system by utilizing the multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL). The developed system is demonstrated in
the study that outperforms the rule-based reactive control strategy (RCS). The state-of-the-art developments
in MASs are reviewed in this article and this methodology contributed in various paradigms utilized in energy
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optimization [18]. This paper describes the different types of agent-based architectures and analyzed the role
played by the environment. For various purposes, the utilization of MASs is considered in this paper. The
multi-agent systems are utilized in the energy optimization field to model energy eﬀiciency solutions. To reduce
the CO2 emission, the green energy technologies is adopted in the Micro-grid (MG). The solar photo voltaic
(PV) [19]. The power system evolves the distributed energy resources, such as solar photo voltaic (PV), diesel
engines, small wind turbines and fuel cell technologies. There is a great effect of this power maintenance on
power systems. The main focus of this article is on MAS technologies for MG control and its optimization.
The centralized and decentralized approach comparison is also detailed in this paper. Scalable Multi-Agent
System (MAS) for operation of a Microgrid in islanded mode, scalable MAS is presented. An intelligent agent
in MAS represents the autonomous element in the micro-grid [20]. The power production of local distributed
generators is maximized by the MAS and the operational cost of microgrid subject is minimized. The objective
of microgrid operation is done after the interaction of agents in MAS and the Power World simulator is utilized
and no technical violation is confirmed. The studies present and demonstrate the proposed MAS effectiveness
for microgrid optimal operation and also show autonomous built-in simulation of microgrids possibility. MASs
for Resource Allocation and Scheduling in a Smart Grid For scheduling and allocation of resources in a smart
grid, integration of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) is increasing in power grid [21]. The major resource
allocation problems are Economic Dispatch (ED) and Unit Commitment (UC) in grid system. The resource
allocation problems become more challenging by the renewable energy sources. The development of a decentralized approach is necessitating by the complex smart grid system and inter-node communication is allowed
by it. The traditional centralized resource allocation aspects are decentralized by the MAS. Multi agent system:
concepts, platforms and applications in power systems. The vital changes are experienced by the power system
and it is advancing from centralized structure to a decentralized [22]. The new requirements are fulfilled by
the systems and the restricted data transfer capacity for communications. Through the connection of these
agents, accomplishment of degree of distributed or collective intelligence is done. A comprehensive survey on
the power system applications is provided in this paper.
3. Proposed Methodology. In this section, the MAS-based architecture is presented which allows the
measures simulation to obtain an optimization of energy. The lower energy consumption user provides the
previous technologies synergies without sacrificing comfort in non-invasive way. There are three aspects in
which the system should be focused.
1. Knowledge and learning.
2. The environment Communication, analysis and adaptation.
3. Decision making
There are two aspects that are the user knowledge and the environment knowledge on which the knowledge
capacity is granted by the agents [23, 24]. The use knowledge means knowing all the user aspects which affect the
energy consumption like preferences, habits, and timetables in the building. On the other hand, knowledge of
the environment means the building’s exterior temperature is required to be known like solar incidence, weather
forecast. The previous data analysis will provide the MAS information which is utilized for the environment
adaptation. The MAS capacity of self-adaptation allows the system to behave in deterministic way regardless
of the context and the users are allowed for the detection of external consumption factors which influence
consumption of energy, without having to make complex configurations [25]. The standard communication
protocols are developed by the agents that allow the communication with the HVAC and lighting. Through
the user’s knowledge, the devices are completely and independently interacted by the system. It is necessary to
deploy wireless sensor networks (WSN) in multi-story oﬀice building and the problems are presented that the
ability to observe dynamic scenes by controlling the changes in status and the configuration [26, 27]. Different
types of the problem are managed by the system by deploying the agents that utilized the techniques of
Information Fusion (IF). The more precise data and estimates obtained from the individual or multiple sources.
The management of the WSN user is facilitated by the system in which the complex configurations have not
been performed. The goal of optimizing energy is achieved by the MAS with greater intelligence with the
highest possible result. For the conception of technical development, the GAIA method has been utilized and
this method focus on the software system design based on the agent’s intelligent. This technique facilitating
the problems solution that arises in the development and the main jobs utilized in MAS. The decomposition
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Fig. 3.1. Architecture divided in layers according to the functionality of agents that integrate them

of problem into sub-problems is very important. The layers are formed by different agents which encloses the
system functionality. This structure of organizational is made according to the activities aﬀinity that each of
them performs, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Simulation Layer: The system’s behavior is simulated by the layers which allow the term establishment
and according to this the energy optimization is performed. The characteristics of environment are collected
by the context agent and deployment of the system is done. A series of parameters are set by the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) agent in which optimization decisions are done and the parameters are obtained.
The agent of this layer implements AI techniques and a case-based reasoning system (CBR) [28]. The previous
optimization cases are collected by the system that allows us to obtain the consumption optimization. The
simulation execution is allowed by the simulation agent by coordinating the system agents. The consumption
data possibility is offered by it and WSN’s each sensor collected in real time.
Manage Workflow Layer: The agents make up the system are coordinated by this agent and between the
different parties, it established the communication [29]. The correct order for the each agent activity is allowed
by this communication establishment. The need to automate actions is responded by the agent’s inclusion
which responds to frequent events.
WSN Data Acquisition Layer: The responsibility of data collection from the environment is on this layer.
The external temperature and interior data are obtained by the agents of WSN data acquisition layer [30]. The
data collection frequency is set by the data acquisition agent. Through a middleware, communication with the
sensors is also established by this layer.
Knowledge Information Layer: The optimization activities are modeled by the information layer and the
data from the WSN Data Acquisition Layer is also obtained. The behavior patterns of the IB users are analyzed
by utilizing the behavior analysis agent [31]. The behavior patterns of the IB users is known and allowed the
user behavior agent together with the gamification Agent.
Action Layer: The information from the other layers is utilized for making decision by this layer. The
HVAC system, appliances configuring agent and configuration of consumption mode are configured by the
agents [32].
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Table 4.1
Energy consumption results in the different experimental periods

Simulations
Simulation 1
Simulation 2
Simulation 3

Baseline Period (Wh)
25.89
25.89
25.89

Simulation Period (Wh)
21.28
21.12
21.07

Difference (Wh)
3.56
3.84
3.98

Savings (%)
14.66
15.93
16.08

4. Results and Discussion. The system implementation results are described in this paper in the working environment (smart buildings) since one of the system objective is to be self-adaptive to the building
characteristics. The validation of the different technologies coupling is the presented work purpose which is
utilized in the different area of energy utilization. The different methodologies are integrated by multi agent
system in the data management from WSN. The energy consumption data is obtained by the MAS if it was to
be deployed in a household simulation. The two phases are consisting in the experiment. First is the baseline
period in the first phase and the electrical consumption is monitored by the MAS. Each person’s timetables
are learnt and all the indoor and outdoor temperatures (◦C) recorded. The simulation period is the second
phase in which conditions of the baseline period is recreated for the proposal MAS eﬀiciency evaluation. The
optimization decisions made in the second phase made by the Decision Making Agent and the first phase
conditions have been recreated. The decisions are made by the agent of decision making according to the comfort knowledge of the users. The climatic conditions are known in the first phase under which HVAC system
temperature is modified by the users. The CBR system is implemented by the agents that predict the people
presence and absence in home and adjust the HVAC system temperature. Lowering the temperature is consisted in the temperature settings when no one in the house and when inhabitants returns home, temperature
increasing progressively. The database are connected to the agents from where it is obtained that the days are
non-working. These agents have cooperation and it is possible to know which days the inhabitants may or may
not spend on the floor. The system doesn’t require the PCA agent as problem dimensions are very few which
have been addressed.
The environment data is obtained by the mechanism in the architecture through a WSN. The simulation
of the decision making is done although the communication with HVAC system is provided by designing
the architecture. The system’s increase, decrease, and turning on or off are allowed by the system. The
device connection with the MAS system simulation is done by utilizing the IoT devices. The CBR system is
implemented by the agent incorporation in addition to several technologies conjunction. The learning behavior
pattern is allowed by it along with other variables. Through the floor schedules knowledge, translation is done
into energy savings and schedules are learnt for intelligent thermostats programming. The MAS agents learning
capacity incorporates and allowed a data analysis and automatically performed it. The system checked the
data collection before new analysis which is same as of previous analyses. The system effectiveness is verified by
the case study simulation and the consumption of 25.89 Wh is obtained in the baseline period. The maximum
rate of 21.28% is achieved by the MAS system by carried out the simulations and user behavior recreation.
The HVAC system is better adjusted by the CBR in each simulation stores. The results of each simulation are
shown in Table 4.1 and presented graphically in Figure 4.1.
The consumption of energy is notably lower in the case study as presented in Table 4.2. It ensures that
the decision for temperature reduction and devices are turned off when there is no one at home and energy
consumption reduction is provided. The graphical representation is shown in Figure 4.2 for better visualization.
4.1. Comparison of the presented work with the existing technique. The effectiveness of the
presented technique is shown by comparing the technique with the existing work. The energy consumption in
terms of mean value is compared with the existing work which is obtained from the presented technique. The
mean obtained from the presented technique is little less as compared to the existing techniques both in baseline
period and evaluation period. The obtained mean values for baseline and evaluation period are tabulated in
Table 4.3. For better analysis and visualization, it is also presented graphically in Figure 4.3.
The comparison is also done in terms of standard deviation of the existing and presented technique in terms
of baseline period and evaluation period. The obtained standard deviation values for baseline and evaluation
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Fig. 4.1. Energy consumption results in the different experimental periods
Table 4.2
Difference of means and variances between the baseline period and the evaluation period of the simulations

Simulations

Simulation 1
Simulation 2
Simulation 3

Baseline
Period
(Wh) (Mean value
(kWh))
25.89
25.89
25.89

Baseline
Period
(Wh)
(Standard
Deviation (kWh))
1.48
1.48
1.48

Evaluation Period
(Mean (kWh))
21.28
21.12
21.07

Evaluation
Period
(Standard
Deviation (kWh))
1.76
1.54
1.43

Fig. 4.2. Means and variances between the baseline and evaluation period

period are tabulated in Table 4.4. It is obtained from the table that the values calculated from the existing
technique are more as compared to the presented technique. There are not that much variation in the obtained
values from the existing and the presented technique. Graphical representations of the obtained values are
shown in Figure 4.4 for better visualization and analysis purpose.
The percentage difference of the presented technique and the existing technique is also calculated to see the
exact difference between the two techniques. The percentage difference is calculated for baseline and evaluation
period for existing and presented techniques in terms of mean and standard deviation which are the main
parameters. The obtained values are presented in Table 4.5 and also presented graphically in Figure 4.5 for
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Table 4.3
Comparison of presented and existing techniques in terms of Mean value

Simulations

Simulation 1
Simulation 2
Simulation 3

Existing Technique
(Baseline
Period
(Wh))
26.19
26.19
26.19

Existing
Technique (Evaluation
Period)
22.33
22.09
22.01

Proposed
Technique
(Baseline
Period (Wh))
25.89
25.89
25.89

Proposed
Technique (Evaluation
Period)
21.28
21.12
21.07

Fig. 4.3. Comparison of presented and existing techniques in terms of mean value

Fig. 4.4. Comparison of presented and existing techniques in terms of standard deviation value

better analysis and visualization.
The results obtained by the presented techniques and the existing techniques are compared and it is found
that the values are comparable in both the techniques in form of mean and standard deviation. The energy
consumption of 40% is obtained and in the inhabitant’s behavior pattern, the algorithm was specialized. The
16.89% of reduction is obtained by the existing system and it was focused to obtain the agreement between
the system and users for user preference satisfaction and the energy optimization is also performed at the
same time.
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Table 4.4
Comparison of presented and existing techniques in terms of standard deviation value

Simulations

Simulation 1
Simulation 2
Simulation 3

Existing Technique
(Baseline
Period
(Wh))
1.56
1.56
1.56

Existing
Technique (Evaluation
Period)
1.83
1.60
1.85

Proposed
Technique
(Baseline
Period (Wh))
1.48
1.48
1.48

Proposed
Technique (Evaluation
Period)
1.76
1.54
1.43

Table 4.5
Percentage Difference between the presented and existing technique in terms of mean and standard deviation

Percentage
Difference

Mean (Baseline Period (Wh))

Mean (Evaluation
Period)

Simulation 1
Simulation 2
Simulation 3

1.16%
1.16%
1.16%

4.93%
4.59%
4.46%

Stdr.
Deviation
(kWh)
(Baseline
Period (Wh))
5.41%
5.41%
5.41%

Stdr.
Deviation
(kWh) (Evaluation
Period)
3.98%
3.90%
29.3%

Fig. 4.5. Percentage difference between the presented and existing technique in terms of mean and standard deviation

5. Conclusion. The presented MAS concept solves this problem by utilizing the automated agent methods. At a component level, the centralized control system is converted by MAS into a distributed control model.
According to rules and regulations, the numbers of objects are met by designing the MAS. A set of agents are
integrated by an MAS system for communicate, coordinate and interaction for the objects establishment. The
way referred by the self-coordination in which objective of consuming less resource are achieved by the system
co-operations and also it consumes fewer resources. A WSN has been implemented in the agents within the
multi-agent system developed. The environmental data is collected by the WSN to make it possible to meet
needs of users’ comfort. The negotiation process is performed between the user preferences and the system’s
decisions. The MAS is capable of monitoring and negotiating through the agent’s deployment. The energy
consumption of 40% is obtained and in the behavior pattern of the inhabitants, the algorithm was specialized.
The 16.89% of reduction is obtained by the existing system and it was focused to obtain the agreement between
the system and users for user preference satisfaction and the energy optimization is also performed at the same
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time. The architecture of MAS and the agents are utilized for negotiation process performance between the
users comfort preferences and optimization degree that according to these preferences, achievement of system
is done.
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